Event-related perturbations in an electrophysiological measure of auditory sensitivity: effects of probability, intensity and repeated sessions.
It is often held that novel or salient stimuli are followed by a brief period of orienting or alerting during which sensory processes are facilitated. Evidence for such a period of facilitation was sought in a paradigm in which evoked responses to weak auditory probe stimuli were examined when given in the presence of salient foreground stimuli, which were varied in probability and intensity, and which were given in two replicate sessions. The background probe stimuli consisted of a continuous train of auditory pip stimuli delivered at a rate of 40 pips per second. Under such conditions of repetitive stimulation a steady-state rhythm (SSR), which is believed to reflect summated early and middle latency evoked responses, is established in the EEG at a corresponding frequency of 40 Hz. The 40 Hz SSR was extracted using a digital averaging and filtering technique and examined continuously for changes in amplitude and latency. The rhythm showed a brief episode during which the latencies of response were decreased. The reduction in latency was greatest at 186 ms after the foreground stimulus, at which time the latencies of individual peaks in the rhythm were reduced by about 3.5 ms. The magnitude of the latency reduction response was larger for intense and for rare stimuli, and showed long-term decrement during the second session. Event-related potential and heart rate responses to the foreground stimulus were also affected by probability, intensity and session, but not in the same pattern. It was hypothesized that the latency shift in the 40 Hz SSR reflects a brief period of sensitization during alerting or orienting responses.